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TOGETHER, WE ARE STRONGER. 
JOIN NOW FOR A BETTER FUTURE.

TOLL CYBER SECURITY

1. keep documentation of all work carried out
2. demand local managers obtain answers to ongoing difficulties at your site
3. alert your manager if you're suffering financial difficulty to request an "express payment"

The TWU continues to push Toll to ensure all payments are reconciled as a matter of urgency. Toll 
have advised that they are unsure of when sub contractor payment systems will be restored, nor 
have they confirmed timeframes for employees.  Therefore the TWU recommends workers and 
sub contractors continue to:

Payments going forward:

∑ For the pay period ending 23 February, Toll has been able to resume normal pay processing 
for all sites.

∑ Weekly paid employees have returned to the standard practice of having their full entitlements 
paid in a single pay run.

∑ Toll will now work with each site to review confirmed actual hours worked, report of the actual 
hours paid, and any adjustment required, to ensure that there is no double up or data missed 
(ie where an adjustment was made in the subsequent pay run hours).

∑ The TWU recommends workers supply any of their own evidence to managers if they have not 
already done so.

The TWU will continue to fight for Toll workers and sub contractors to have clarity on when 
payments will be reconciled, and for those payments to be made as a matter of urgency. 

Please contact your TWU delegate or official if you need support. 
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TOGETHER, WE ARE STRONGER. 
JOIN NOW FOR A BETTER FUTURE.

TOLL CYBER SECURITY

It’s been a challenging year so far for Toll workers, and we understand the latest cyber attack is 
causing more concern. Remember, we’re all in this together and we’re keeping up the pressure 
on Toll to ensure your pay is reconciled as quickly as possible and your data is protected now 
and into the future.

 We are pressuring Toll for answers on the following:

• Maintain a diary record of all work completed until further notice

• Maintain all Toll work records, rosters, etc

We will continue to update you on the answers we receive from Toll and what the TWU is doing 
to fight for your pay and safety. 

If you have any concerns, please speak to your delegate, official or branch members services.
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UPDATE

HOLDING TOLL TO ACCOUNT FOR 
PAY AND DATA PROTECTION

• How this hack was able to occur

• What they're doing to ensure it doesn't happen again

• What assistance they’re providing to workers who have been impacted by
incorrect payments over this period and the previous cyber attack

• What they’re doing to ensure payments are reconciled as quickly as possible

• What they’re doing to ensure your personal details are not in jeopardy

• What plan they have in place to restore the data that has or may have been
breached

This is a difficult time for Toll, but we must ensure the company is doing everything they can 
to minimise the impact on workers. They have a responsibility to pay you correctly for your 
work and ensure appropriate data protection is in place. 

While we keep up the pressure, we continue to encourage you to:




